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Behind the Rise of Esports and What It Means for Brands | News
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My name is Victor im from Santa Monica High. I recently read
Phil Schaaf's "Sport Maketing: It's Not Just A Game Anymore",I
though that this book was good.

Sports marketing – It's not just a game anymore. Tudor
NICIPORUC. Babe?- Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of
Economics and Business Administration.

Get this from a library! Sports marketing: it's not just a
game anymore. [Phil Schaaf] -- With in-depth interviews from
both heavyweight sponsors and newcomers.

Brands are discovering the loyal fanbase for esports—but
marketers need to play by the rules That still pales in
comparison to traditional sports behemoths like the NFL, .
Players don't just stream their games on Twitch, they interact
directly with . to the point where they were like, 'We can't
tell him anything anymore.'".

Sponsorship is the most frequent topic for sport marketing
papers, followed by general .. (8) Sports Marketing: It's Not
Just a Game Anymore (Schaaf, );. 9.
Related books: Getting Along in Family Business: The
Relationship Intelligence Handbook, Tomato Growing Growing Pot
Tomatoes, Program your Mind to Succeed!, The Default
Girlfriend: A sex comedy, Chief Joseph (1840-1904) Unit Study,
Tips & Traps for Hiring a Contractor (Tips and Traps).

Matt Wolf, who oversees esports for Coke as its
VP-entertainment ventures and gaming, said the key to reaching
esports fans is to "really understand them and, in a way, be
one of them" so that marketing "is organic and natural. Why do
McDonald's, Hanes, and Nike pay huge amounts of money to be
associated with sports, and why do they choose celebrity
endorsers, or buy in-stadium advertising opportunities?
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